
File Number N-45006/l/2021-DAS
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

Ministry of Information & Broadcasting

"A" Wing, Shastri Bhawan
New Delhi, Delhi - I10001

Dated the!,/(May,2022

ORDER

In compliance to the Hon'ble High Court of Bombay at Aurangabad
order dated 04.04.2022 in the Writ Petition No. 1230 of 2022 filed by M/s
Bhusawal Cable Network Private Limited (BCN), personal hearing was granted
to BCN on 10.05.2022. Shri. Md. Salim, Director, BCN and Adv. Shri. Upendra
Thakur appeared. The case was discussed and the earlier written submissions
made during the original proceedings were reiterated. After considering the oral
submissions made and also the written submissions made by BCN from time to
time, the following order is passed.

Facts of the case

2. This Ministry vide its communication number 9l1lll20l4-BP&L dated
04.11.2015 had granted provisional registration of Multi-System Operator
(MSO) to BCN for operating as MSO in Digital Addressable System in the
State of Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh as notified vide Notification Number
2534 (E) dated I l.l1.201 I under Cable Television Networks (Amendment)
Rules, 2021 .

3. BCN was subsequently given PAN India registration of MSO vide this
Ministry's Circular Number 2110812015-DAS dated 27 .01.2017 and was
thereafter treated to have a regular registration of MSO vide this Ministry's
Offi ce Memorandum Number 9 I 406 1201 6-D AS dated 06.03.20 I 7.

4. The registration of MSO granted to BCN by this Ministry was subject to
adherence and compliance of certain terms and conditions already cited in its
registration.

5. Pursuant to a complaint received in this Ministry against BCN regarding
taking feed from DD Free dish and re-transmifting on its network, the Ministry
requested the authorized offrcer (AO) concemed prescribed under Section 2 of
the Cable Television Networks (Regulation) Act, 1995 to inquire into the matter

"I\j2
and submit his report to this Ministry.
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6. The AO in his reporr dated 20.09.2021 to the Ministry srated that feed
from DD Free Dish was used by BCN for re-transmission of certain mandatory
and private satellite channels.

7. The report from AO relied on supporting evidence in the form of
Panchanama in the presence of two witnesses and corroborative video recording
of the enquiry proceedings were also fumished.

8. On the basis of AO's report and analysis of supporting evidence,
opportunities of being heard were provided to BCN by the Ministry vide its
communications dated 2410912021 and 07/1012021 and explanation for the non-
compliance of the terms and conditions laid down in its MSO registration were
sought.

9. After considering the submissions made by the BCN, Ministry vide its
communication dated 23.1 1.2021 cancelled the MSO registration granted to
BCN on 04.11.2015 while giving an oppornrniry to appeal to the Appellate
Aurhority (AA).

10. BCN filed an appeal before the AA. However, AA vide its order dated
14.01.2022 upheld the earlier decision of OA/Registering Authority (RA) of
cancelling the MSO registration of BCN.

12. Pursuant to the Hon'ble Court's order dated 04.04.2022, personal hearing
by the OA,TRA was tendered to BCN on 10.05.2022, and as indicated above,
was attended in person by Director of BCN, Shri Md Salim Mahmood Kasim
along with Advocate Shri Upendra Thakur.

13. During the personal hearing, Advocate Shri Upendra Thakur put forward
arguments in support of BCN. No fresh written submission was filed at the time
of personal hearing but submissions filed on 25.09.2021, 29.02.2021,
16.10.2021, 12.11.2021, 28.11 .2021, 23.12.2021 were reiterated. The following
arguments were specifically raised at the time of personal hearing:
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I I . Aggrieved by this, BCN filed Writ Petition No. 1230 of 2022 in Hon'ble
High Court of Bombay, Bench at Aurangabad which was decided by the Court
by reverting the matter to the Original Authority i.e. the Registering Authority
for deciding the matter afresh on its own merits and in accordance with law
while directing to provide an opportunity of personal hearing to the petitioner
(BCN) without being influenced by the observations made and conclusions
drawn in the orders dated 23.1 1.2021 and 14.01 .2022.

Personal hearine dated 10.05.2022



i) The Ministry has issued two different show cause notices dated
24.09.2021 and 07.10.2021. There is difference in charges raised in
these two notices. The notice dated 24.09.2021 referred to the
violation of Rule 6(6) and 9(a) of CTN Rules which were absent in
notice dated 07.10.2021. Further, there is an additional charge of
violation of Section 8 of the CTN Act, 1995 in the notice dated
07.10.2021.

ii) The viblation of Rule 6(3) ofthe CTN Rules, 1994 cannot be raised by
the Ministry but by the copyright owner only;

iii) The allegation of violation of Rule 9 (A) of the CTN Rules, 1994 in
Show Cause Notice is irrelevant;

iv) The allegation of violation of Rule 6(6) of the CTN Rules, 1994
mentioned in the notice is irrelevant;

v) The report fumished by the District Magistrate, Jalgon is nor proper
with no linkages between findings and conclusions drawn upon them;

vi) Copy of Video Recording was not fumished to the BCN but only
shown to them. While showing the recording, it was on Mute;

vii) The Video evidence is not as per the provisions of Evidence Act.
There is a provision of attaching pen drive in set top box which may
result in playing ofthe pre-recorded video on TV and hence there is an
occasion to doubt the video recording; and

viii) There were no independent witnesses during enquiry proceedings at
the premise of BCN.

14. During the course of personal hearing, Shd Md Salim Mahmood Kasim
was shown a portion of the video recording wherein he admitted it to be the
control room of BCN and also identified Shri Anand Gaikwad (an employee) in
the Video. Shri Md Salim Mahmood Kasim was also asked about the DD Free
Dish logo superimposed upon the BCN's logo. The same was denied, though
this denial was found to be unsatisfactory on account of seamless Video
recording.

15. From a perusal of the written submissions filed in the original
proceedings, it is inferred that BCN has, on the basis of the written submissions
filed during the earlier proceedings and the oral submissions made on
10.05.2022, raised the following grounds:

i) That in the order/judgment dated 28.09.2021 passed by the Hon'ble
High Court of Judicature at Bombay, Bench at Aurangabad in 1024
Writ Petition No. 10690/2021, the Authorised Officer concemed had

Jrlr'
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been found to be guilty of committing over-reach and improper
sealing of the entire business premises of the Appellant in clear-cut
violation of the Section I I etc. of the Cable Television Network
(Regulation) Act, 1995. There were no independent witnesses to the
Panchnama drawn.

ii) That BCN was made to run at the mercy of the office of the Collector,
Jalgaon (AO in the instant case) from pillar to post for more than
twenty days merely for showing the video recording made by it,
thereby, putting it on its toes during the season of festivities of Durga
Puja and Diwali. The added insult to the injury was that the video
recordings were shown in a half-baked/perfunctory manner and, that
too, without even fumishing tme or legitimate copies thereof, if any,
to it in ufter violation of the mandatory requirements of the law of the
land.

iii) That during the course of BCN's operation, it was an admitted
position that BCN had installed a twelve feet diameter dish in
conformity with this Ministry's notification dated 05.09.2013. As a
matter of fact, BCN had also been conferred with the certificate
bearing No. DMC/BSL/25(l)/2015-161256 dated 20.11.2015 by none
other than the Prasar Bharti under the signature of Shri G.N.
Khanzode, the then Assistant Engineer after physical inspection in
recognition of the compliance of notification NO. 2082 and 1099
respectively by BCN. Accordingly, per BCN's submission it was
evident that there is neither any reason nor any occasion to invoke the
provision of Section 8 of the Cable Television Network (Regulation)
Act, 1995 against it.

iv) That invocation of Rules 6(3) of the Cable Television Network
(Regulation) Rules, 1994 it is untenable on the grounds that there is no
complaint whatsoever against the BCN by any copyright owners
whatsoever.

v) That BCN raised its objections to the admissibility and/or genuineness
of the video/CD recordings made by or at the behest ofAO concerned
on following grounds.
o As for the first recording, the same shows contents recorded in

U'
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some mysterious room, the location or exact address thereof could
not even be deciphered from the recording. BCN contended that
the recording's only foundation was by means of camera's focus
on the extemally stuck logo of some STB (no inbuilt logo
revealed) with superimposition of watermark showing
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resemblance with Bhusawal Cable Network. BCN also reiterated
that the mandatory procedure as laid down under section 658 of
the Evidence Act and/or other legal provisions were not followed,
as a copy of the certified video recordings was neither produced
before Hon'ble Court nor was the same made available to it that
showed highhandedness and callousness exercised against BCN.

As for the other two recordings, their quality had been abysmally
poor and were without any sound (on mute actually!) in the
absence of arrangement for sound speakers.

(vi) The Show Cause Notices served to BCN by this Ministry vide lener dated
24.09.2021 and 07.10.2021 and by District Collector's (Jalgaon) vide letter
dated 20.09.2021 were based on different and false facts. There are different
charges in different notices. Also, the allegations mentioned in District
Collector's Show Cause Notice did not match his enquiry report dated
17 .09.2021 . The report furnished by the District Magistrate, Jalgon is not proper
with no linkages between findings and conclusions drawn upon them.

(vii) The onus of providing proof instead of being on authorities is shifted on
shoulders of BCN which according to it was against principles of Natural
Justice.

(viii) BCN has alleged of political and competitor's influence in the action of
authorities in regard to sealing of premises. Also, at the time of spot enquiry
large number of police personnel were deployed indicating malafide action of
the Authorities.

16. BCN also relied on judgments in four court cases citing them to be

relevant to its case vide email dated 24.05.2022, which are mentioned below.

Order dated 1410712020 in case number (2020)/7 Supreme Court
Cases 1, Arjun Pandit Rao Khotkar v/s Kailash KhushanraoGorantyal.

Order dated 1l/0112019 in case number 2019 SCC online Del 6568 in
the High Court of Delhi, Novex Communications Pvt Ltd v/s Lemon
Tree Hotels Ltd and Ors.

ll.

.*\t'
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(ix) The Allegation of violation of Rule 6(6) and Rule 9(A) of the CTN Rules,
1994 mentioned in the notice dated 24.09.2021 are irrelevant.
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lll. Order dated 291 I 012020 in W.P. No. 14825 /2016 in the High Court of
Madras, R.Ramdas v/s The Joint Commissioner of Central Excise,
Puducherry and Ors.

2013(13) SCC I titled Yakub Abdul Vs. State of Maharashtra

Analvsis of qrounds raised bv BCN

The section 4(7) of the Cable Television Networks (Regulation) Act, 1995 gives
authority to the central govemment to suspend or revoke the registration granted

to the cable operator and reads as follows:

"The Central Government may suspend or revoke the registration
granted under sub-section (5) d the cable operator violates one or more
of the terms and conditions of such registration:

Provided that no such order of suspension or revocation shall be made
without giving reasonable opportunity of being heard to the cable
operator. "

The rule I l(7) of Cable Television Networks Rules, 1994 gives authority to the
central government to suspend or revoke the registration granted to the MSO
and reads as follows:

"ln the event ofa violation by a multi-system operator ofone or more of
the terms and conditions of the permission granted under sub-rule (3), the
Central Government malt suspend or reyoke such permission for such
pertod and fot' such notified dreas as deems fit: Provided that no such
order of suspension or revocation shall be made without giving a
reasonable opportunity to the multi-system operator to explain its
position. "

Thus, the extant Act and Rules empower the Central Govemment to suspend or
revoke the registration granted to an MSO. The grounds are being analysed on
the basis of the above mentioned legal tiamework.
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The grounds raised by CTN have been considered.

17. Provisions as per CTN Act and Rules
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18. Ground No. l5(i)

That in the order/judgment dated 28.09.2021 passed by the Hon'ble High Court
of Judicature at Bombay, Bench at Aurangabad in 1024 llrit Petition No.
10690/2021, the Authorised Oficer concerned had beenfound to be Cuilty of
committing over-reach and improper sealing of the entire business premises of
the Appellant in clear-cut violation of the Section l1 etc. of the Cable Television
Network (Regulation) Act, 1995. There were no independent witnesses to the
Panchnama drawn.

18.I On the examination of the material available on records, it is seen that the
violations made by BCN were first brought to the notice of BCN vide this
Ministry's letter dated 24.09.2021 and 07.10.2021. The Ministry's letrer dated
07.10.2021 explained in clear terms the nature of violations made by BCN and
advised to fumish its reply sticking to the facts and merits of the case. The fact
of taking feed from DD free Dish of certain Free to Air (FTA) and pay channels
and retransmitting them on network of BCN and consequent violation of
Section 8 of the CTN Act, 1995 and Rule 6(3) of CTN Rules, 1994 were
detailed in the notices issued. As per the Principal of Natural Justice, the
opporhrnity to examine the video recordings at the office of AO concemed i.e.
Collector, Jalgaon, the custodian and owner of the original video recordings was
also provided and the same was availed by BCN on 09.! 1.2021.

18.2 From the record it is seen that the Panchnama of the enquiry proceeding
dated 17.09.2021 was conducted in the presence of two witnesses namely Shri
Sudam Laxman Nagre and Shri Amol Vikas Patil, Technician and Committee
members consisting of senior officers of the District Administration. The
proceedings were also video recorded. The Panchnama indicates that feed of
DD Free Dish was used by BCN for transmission of Free to Air mandatory
channels as well as Pay Channels. The video recording of the proceedings also

corroborates the findings. There is nothing on record to suggest that the
witnesses acted in a partial manner and hence there is no occasion to doubt their
independence.

18.3 The Order/Judgment dated 28.09.2021 passed by the Hon'ble High Court
of Judicature at Bombay, Bench at Aurangabad in 1024 Writ Petition No.
1069012021 has been duly perused. The Hon'ble High Court in its Judgment

cancelled the order of Authorised officer sealing the premises of the BCN. But,
the Hon'bte High Court has also made it clear in the order that authority could
proceed with the Show Cause Notice issued to BCN and take decision as might
be permissible under the law on its own merits. The Hon'ble High Court had

also stated that its order would not preclude the authority to proceed ahead in
accordance with law.Jtj-
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18.5 In view of the above, argument No. l5(i) is rejected.

19. Ground No. 15 (ii)

That BCN was made to run at the mercy of the ffice of the Collector, Jalgaon
(AO in the instant case) from pillar to post.for more than tleenty days merely for
showing the video recording made by it, thereby, putting it on its toes duing the
season of festivities of Durga Puja and Diwali. The added insult to the injury
was that the video recordings were shown in a half-baked/perfunctory manner
and, that too, without even.furnishing true or legitimate copies thereof, if an1t, to
it in utter violation of the mandatory requirements of the law of the land.

19.1 It is seen llom the record that BCN was provided by the Ministry with
the copy of screenshots of video recordings of enquiry proceedings conducted
by the AO which were incriminating in nature along with the showcause dated
07 .10.2021. Also, BCN was given the opportunity of examining the video
recordings of the proceeding by the office of Collector, Jalgaon on 22.10.2021.
Thereafter, BCN vide its letter dated 26.10.2021 requested to Collector, Jalgaon
to show them the video recordings after 08.11.2021. The available records
reveal that delay, if any, for examining the video recordings was due to the
suffering of Mr. Ashwin Khona, the technical representative of BCN, from
pneumonia that was beyond control of any authority.

19.2 ln any case, relevant screenshots of the incriminating video recordings
were already provided to BCN on 7.10.2021 along with Show Cause to furnish
its reply.

19.3 Further, no satisfactory explanation was made by the BCN with respect to
the appearance of BCN logo superimposed on the logo of DD Free Dish of
various Free to Air (FTA) and pay channels on its network despite fumishing of
screenshots of the video recording provided to it.

J
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18.4 BCN has also relied on the Hon'ble Supreme Court Judgement dated
21.03.2013 in the case cited 2013(13) SCC I titled Yakub Abdul Vs. State of
Maharashtra in claiming that the Panchnama is required to be attested by at least
two independent and impartial witnesses in order to be of corroborative value
under section 157 of the evidence Acl, 1872. The case relied upon by BCN is
related to criminal proceedings under various criminal laws whereas
proceedings under the CTN Act and Rules for determining the status of MSO
registration is not a criminal proceeding. These proceedings are to be govemed
through Principal of Natural Justice and Preponderance of Probability.
Therefore, the reliance placed on the case law cited is misplaced.



19.4 In view of the above, ground No. l5 (ii) does not hold any substance.

That during the course of BCN's operation, it was an admitted position that
BCN had installed a twelve feet diameter dish in codormity with this Ministry's
notification dated 05.09.2013. As a matter offact, BCN had also been conferred
wilh the certificate bearing No. DMC/BSL/2|(l)/2015-16/256 dated 20.11.2015
by none other than the Prasar Bharti under the signature of Shri G.N.
Khanzode, the then Assistant Engineer after physical inspection in recognition
of the compliance of notification NO. 2082 and 1099 respectively by BCN.
Accordingly, per BCN's submission it was evident that there is neither any
redson nor any occasion to invoke the provision of Section 8 of the Cable
Television Network (Regulation) Act, 1995 agdinst it.

20.1 The para 6 of the registration letter issued to BCN, bearing File Number
9/1ll/2014-BP&L dated 24.09.2015 clearly states that the MSO (BCN) shall
ensure its continued eligibility as applicable throughout the period of the
permission and adhere to all the terms and conditions. BCN was fully aware that
eligibiliry and compliance to the terms and conditions were not one-time affair
and had to be maintained throughout. Therefore, BCN's claim of compliance,
on the basis of a certificate bearing No DMC/BSL/25(l)/2015-16/256 dated,
20.11.2015 could not be accepted in 2021. The Panchnama of enquiry
proceedings and corroborative video recordings in 2021 indicate violations and
thereby failure to ensure continued eligibility. Therefore, the Ground l5(iii)
fails.

That invocation of Rules 6(3) of the Cable Television Network (Regulation)
Rules, 1994 it is untenable on the grounds that there is no complainl whatsoever
against the BCN by any copyright owners whatsoever'.

21.1 BCN has referred to case No. 2019 SCC Online Del 6568 in High Court
of Delhi, Novex Communications Pvt Ltd v/s Lemon Tree Hotels Ltd and Ors
and its order dated I I .01 .2019 by mentioning that only owner can file complaint
for the violation of its copyrights. It is the case of BCN that since Ministry is

not the owner of coplright, rule 6(3) cannot be invoked by it until there is a
complaint from copyright holder. The subject matter of the case referred and

instant case has no similarity whatsoever. Ministry at no point of time claiming
to be the owner of Copyright. The Ministry is only attempting to take lawful
action for the violation of terms and conditions of granting registration. If the

t of BCN is accepted, then Ministry would be mute spectator to the
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20. Ground 15 (iii)

21 . Ground l5(iv)



copyright violations brought to its notice by persons other than copyright owner,
which is not the intention of legislature. The Ministry does not condone the
practice of engaging in the violation of copy,rights as it disturbs the level
playing field for equally placed players in the sector. The action of the Ministry
for copyright violations in no ways infringes upon the rights of Authorised
Officer or copyright owners to take further action as per law. Rule 6(3) of the
CTN Rules, 1994 clearly requires Cable service operators to abide by the
Copyright Act. Violation of Copyright Act by a Cable operator is also violation
of the Rule 6(3) of the CTN Rules and in tum violation of the conditions under
which license was granted. Therefore, legal grounds referred to by BCN in this
regard are not maintainable.

That BCN raised its objections to the admissibility and/or genuineness of the
video/CD recordings made by or at the behest of AO concerned on following
grounds.

c As .for the first recording, the same shows contents recorded in some
mysterious room, the location or exact address thereof could not even be

deciphered from the recording. BCN contended that the recording's only

.foundation was by means of camera's focus on the externally sluck logo
of some STB (no inbuilt logo revealed) with superimposition oJ'

watermork showing resemblance with Bhusawal Cable Network. BCN
also reiterated that the mandatory procedure as laid down under section
658 of the Evidence Act and/or other legal provisions were not followed,
ds ct copy of the certified video recordings was neither produced before
Hon'ble Court nor was the same made available to it that showed
highhandedness and callousness exercised against BCN.

As for the other two recordings, their quality had been abysmally poor
and were without any sound (on mute actualb)!) in the absence of
arrangement for sound speakers.

a

22.1 BCN's allegation that the video recordings/CD were tainted was
examined. The instances of violation of the license condition and the CTN
Rules as also mentioned in the show cause notices. There exists a Panchnama of
enquiry proceedings conducted by team of senior District officers with two
witnesses. SDM, Bhusawal is also an Authorised Officer under the Cable TV
Networks(Regulations) Act, 1995 and was himself part of the proceedings. The
video recording of the proceedings corroborates the facts mentioned in the
Panchnama. The undersigned himself ran the video recordings in question
before BCN and found that the quality of video recordings was good enough so
far as logos ofTV channels and BCN on the TV screens could indisputably be
deci

",u.,
posed on the logo
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phered. It was also seen that the logo of BCN was superim
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22. Ground 15 (v)



of DD Free Dish. Moreover, the Director of BCN, Sh. Md. Salim, himself
admifted that the control room shown in the video recordings is the premises of
BCN.

22.2 BCN has put forward the argument that in the absence of certificate under
section 658 of the Evidence Act, there is no evidentiary value of electronic
evidence in the form of video recording of the enquiry proceedings. However,
legislature has not bound the proceedings for granting, denying, revoking and
suspending the registration to a Cable Operator to either Code of Criminal
Procedure or Code of Civil Procedure. This is amply clear from the Section
l4(2) of the Cable Television Networks (Regulations) Act, 1995 which clearly
states that provisions ofCode of Civil Procedure, 1908 (5 of 1908) shall, so far
as may be, apply to every proceeding referred to in Section l4(1) of the Cable
Television Networks (Regulations) Act, 1995. Also, chapter IV of the Cable
Television Networks (Regulations) Act, 1995 implies that Code of Criminal
Procedure 1973 (2 of 1974) will be applicable to the complained filed by the
Authorised Officer in any court against a Cable Operator for Offences and
Penalties.

22.3 The legislature has, however, cast the requirement of granting reasonable
opportunity of being heard before cancelling or suspending the registration to a
Cable Operator. Therefore, the proceeding to decide upon the violation of the
terms and conditions by a Cable Operator is not on the same pedestal as

proceedings in a court of law. The rigours of Indian Evidence Act, 1872 is also
not applicable in such proceedings. These proceedings to be governed by the
Principal of Natural Justice and Preponderance ofProbability.

22.5 ln view of the above, the above stated ground is also rejected.

23. Ground 15 (vi)

22.4 Therefore, the Panchnama and Corroborative Video recording are

acceptable evidence before an Administrative Authority. In the instant matter,
video recordings corroborate the spot enquiry conducted in the presence of two
witnesses as also evidenced by Panchnama duly affirmed by the witnesses.

The Show Cause Notices served to BCN by this Ministry vide letter dated
24.09.2021 and 07.10.2021 and b1, District Collector's (Jalgaon) vide letter
dated 20.09.2021 were based on dffirent and false focts. There are dffirent
charges in different notices. Also, the allegations mentioned in District
Collector's Show Cause Notice did not match his enquiry report dated
17.09.2021. The report furnished by the District Magistrate, Jalgon is not

0 n proper with no linkages between findings and conclusions drawn upon them.
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23.1 In the present scheme of administration of CTN Act 1995 and CTN Rules
1994, Ministry has role of granting, cancelling and suspending of registration to
the MSOs whereas Authorised of[icer exercises powers under the various
sections including filing of complaint before the court of law and seizure of
equipment etc. Therefore, the scope and focus of notices issued due to same
action may not be the same. Therefore, the Show cause notices issued by
Ministry has no linkage with the independent proceedings instituted against any
MSO by the Authorised officer. Therefore, a comparison between notices
issued by Ministry and Authorised officer is not proper.

23.2 The CTN Act and CTN rules also do not use word "Show Cause Notice".
As far as proceedings related to registration of MSOs are concemed, the phrase

used is "reasonable opportunity of being heard". This implies that the coercive
action to be taken with regards to registration only when charges are brought to
the notice of MSOs and they are granted opportunity of being heard. The Show
Cause Notices issued in this context is not a statutory notice but an instrument
to provide opportunity of being heard to an MSO.

23.3 The report and material provided by the Authorised officer, in the instant
case was perused along with the conclusion drawn by the Authorised officer.
On the basis of this, opportunity was provided through communications dated
24.09.2021 and 07.10.2021 to refute the charges identified by the Authorised
officer in its report as well as by the Ministry. Also, in compliance to the
Hon'ble High Court Order, personal hearing was granted on 10.05.2022.
Hence, sufficient and reasonable opportunities of being heard have been
provided to the MSO before taking any decision in the matter.

23.4 BCN has also relied upon Order dated 29/1012020 in W.P. No.
1482512016 in the Hon'ble High Court of Madras, R. Ramdas v/s The Joint
Commissioner of Central Excise, Puducherry and Ors to support his grounds
that this Ministry has issued different show cause notices with add-on/missing
and mutually inconsistent allegations. However, from the perusal of the order
relied upon by the BCN it is found that the matter in that case was concemed to
taxation, wherein statutory show cause notice was issued to the petitioner. The
demand raised in the case was beyond the scope ofthe show cause notice.

23.5 There is no reason for comparing the matters related to Revenue with
proceedings related to determining violation of terms and conditions of
registration granted to an MSO. The collection ol taxes places responsibility on
state to exercise the Authority as per the mandate of law. This is settled position

other parties
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law that taxation laws to be interpreted narrowly. There are no
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involved and the matter is between state and tax payer. Contrary to this, the
onus is on an MSO, in this case on BCN to maintain its eligibility and follow
the terms and conditions all the time.

23.6 Though the Judgement relied on by the BCN is materially different but
even in the above Judgement para l3 reads as:

" 13. For the reasons stated above, the Order-in-Original No.07/2016-5T
dated 25.02.2016 is quashed. However, the first respondent is granted
liberty to issue a fresh show cause notice giing details of the proposed
demand for the respective services, at least within a period of 30 dalts

from the date of receipt of a copy of this order. With such a liberty, the
Ilrit Petition stands allowed. Consequently, connected Miscellaneous
Petitions are closed. No costs. "

23.7 The above para clearly indicates that the requirement of law was fulfilled
if decision was taken only after the charges were brought to the notice of the
defaulter seeking explanation. In this case, BCN was clearly conveyed the
charges vide this Ministry's letters dated 24.09.2021 and 07.10.2021.

23.8 BCN had already been provided reasonable opportunities of being heard
as mandated in section 4(7) of the Cable Television Networks (Regulation) Act,
1995 and Rule I 1(7) of Cable Television Networks Rules, I 994 vide this
Ministry's communications dated 24.09.2021 and 07.10.2021. It was made
aware of all the charges and evidences against it before taking any action.
Therefore, there is no merit on the grounds taken by BCN. However, as per the
direction of Hon'ble Court another personal hearing before the undersigned was
taken on 10.05.2022.

23.9 In view of above, this ground is also rejected.

24. Cround 15 (vii)

The onus of providing proof instead of being on authorities is shifted on
shoulders of BCN which according to it wos against principles of Natural
Justice.

24.1 Para 6 of the letter containing terms and conditions of the registration
granted to BCN clearly states that

"The MSO shall ensure its continued eligibility as applicable throughout the

period of the permission and adhere to all the terms and conditions failing
which the permission is liable to be terminated/cancelled forthwith without
giving any notice. "

u^,uti
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24.1 It was amply made clear vide the above mentioned condition that the onus
of ensuring eligibility lies with BCN. Mere fact that that BCN was asked to
provide documentary evidence such as interconnection agreements with parties,
etc. can not be construed as the contravention to the principles of natural
justice.

24.2 The charges levelled against BCN were on the basis of the evidences
collected as per the enquiry report of DC, Jalgaon dated 17.09.2021 and
supported by video recordings of the inspection which clearly showed
retransmission of Free to Air channels of DD Free Dish and pay channels and it
was for the BCN to establish that the facts mentioned in the report and
supporting evidences are not tme.

BCN has alleged of political and competitor's inJluence in the action of
authorities in regard to sealing of premises. Also, at the time of spot enquiry
large number of police personnel were deployed indicating malafide action of
the Authorities.

25.1 The ground raised by BCN that the move of this Ministry and action of
DC, Jalgaon in sealing of its premises and initiation of enquiry was politically
motivated does not appear to be true. The use of the appropriate police force for
conducting any enquiry in the field is to be decided to the satisfaction of field
authorities and need not be questioned until and unless any evidence of malafide
action is available. The point that the Authorised officer has made the video
recording of proceedings clearly establishes that the intention of enquiry was
bonafide and transparent and not shrouded in secrecy.

ork of BCN.
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24.3 In view ofabove, this ground is also rejected.

25. Ground 15 (viii)

26. Ground l5 (ix )

The Allegation of violation of Rule 6(6) and Rule 9(A) of the CTN Rules, 1994
mentioned in the notice dated 24.09.202 I are iruelevant.

26.1 The Authorised Officer in its enquiry report dated 20109/2021 informed
this Ministry about the irregularities observed during the inspection of the
premises of BCN. AO reported violation of Rule 9(A) due to non-furnishing of
inter connection agreements at the time of enquiry and Rule 6(6) for not
fumishing registration documents of local channels being transmitted in the

\^'



26.2 This Ministry, vide its letter dated 24.09.2021, sought clarification from
BCN in relation to violation of Rule 9(A) and 6(6) of the CTN Rules, 1994.
This may be treated as an opportunity of being heard which is as per the law.
Just because further queries were not raised or any advene inference is being
drawn does not invalidate the need ofraising these points.

26.3 In view of above, this ground is also rejected.

Decision

27. In compliance to the Hon'ble High Court of Bombay at Aurangabad
order dated 04.04.2022 in the Writ Petition No. 1230 of 2022 filed by Mis
Bhusawal Cable Network Private Limited (BCN), personal hearing was granted
to BCN on 10.05.2022. Shri. Md. Salim, Director, BCN and Adv. Shri. Upendra
Thakur appeared. The case was discussed and the earlier written submission
made during the original proceedings were reiterated. After examination of the
facts on record,considering the oral submissions made and also the written
submissions made by BCN from time to time; the findings are as under.

28. This Ministry vide its communication number 9ll1l/2014-BP&L dated
04.11.2015 had granted provisional registration of MSO to BCN for operating
as MSO in Digital Addressable System in the State of Maharashtra and Madhya
Pradesh as notified vide Notification Number 2534 (E) dated I I . I I .201 I under
Cable Television Networks (Amendment) Rules, 2021. BCN was subsequently
given PAN India registration of MSO vide this Ministry's Circular Number
2/ I 08/201 5-DAS dated 27 .01 .2017 and was thereafter treated to have a regular
registration of MSO vide this Ministry's Office Memorandum Number
9 I 4061201 6-D AS dated 06.03.20 1 7.

29. The registration of MSO granted to BCN by this Ministry was subject to

adherence and compliance of certain terms and conditions already cited in its
registration. The relevant terms and conditions of registration are reproduced

below:

"permission is granted subiect to further adherence and compliance of
the following terms and conditions:

(i) MSO shall compllt with all the provision of the Cable Television

Networks (Regulation) Act, 1995 and the Rules made thereunder, as

amended.

*l,u
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(ii) MSO shall abide by the rules/ regulations/ orders/

directions/guidelines etc. issued by the regulatory authority or by this

Ministry from time to time.

(iii) MSO shall have the capacity to carry minimum number of
Television Channels specified by the Authority.

(iv) MSO shall not carry programming service provided on the channel

generated at the level ofsuch Multi-System Operator which is in violation

of the Programme Code specified in Rule 6 and the Advertising Code

specified in Rules 7 of the Cable Television Networks Rules, 1994.

(v) The permission granted above is not transferable.

(vil The MSO shall comply with Foreign Investment Guidelines and

conditions thereon for Cable TV Sector issued by the Central Government

from time to time.

(viil The MSO shall have an independent digital head-end of his own

and provide digital addressable cable services from his headend.

(viii) In Phase I & II areas where DAS has been implemented, the MSO

shall operationalize their services with necessary condition accets system

(CAS) and digital addressable system (DAS) within six months from the

dote of tssuance of this MSO registration, failing which the registration
shall be liable to be revoked/ suspended for those cities where it is no

implemented.

(ix) In phase III areas, the MSO shall operationalize their service with
necessary condition access system (CAS) and digital addressable system

(DAS) in all the district (s)/area(s) for which this registration is granted
within 6 months from the date of issuing of this registration and in Phase

IV areas by notified cutting date, failing which the registration so granted
shall be liable to be revoked/ suspended for those areas/ district where it
is not implemented.

(x) Any change in the Board of Directors, foreign direct inyestment
and criminal cases would be intimated to the Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting.

(xi) The permission will be cancelled in the event of denial of security
clearance by MHA.
u
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(xii) Registered MSO has to ensure that no analogue signals are
transmitted on his/her cables network in any of the DAS notified areas

after no tifi e d cut - ofl' d ate.

5. The MSO shall display the above terms and conditions in his office
premises

operators
as well as in the o/fice premises of the affiliated cable

6. The MSO shall ensure its continued eligibility as applicable
throughout the period of the permission and adhere to all the terms and
conditions JiUing which this permission is liable to be

terminated/cancelled forthwith without giving any notice. "

30. Pursuant to a complaint received in this Ministry against BCN regarding
taking feed from DD Free dish and re-transmitting on its network. the Ministry
requested the authorized officer (AO) concemed prescribed under Section 2 of
the Cable Television Networks (Regulation) Act, 1995, namely District
Collector, Jalgaon, to inquire into the matter and submit his report to this
Ministry. The relevant portions of the complaint are reproduced below:

"Bhusawal Cable Network operating in the area of four to five block

from Loksabha Constituency Raver in Jalgaon District of Maharashtra
state under the brand name of BCN having established ofice & control
room at Bhusawal District Jalgaon in Maharashtra State.

The oficial operating Cable networkfrom this area has many time

launched complaint that BCN has installed the Free Dish Athena (this

has one-time installation charges and then FTA channels can be seen

without paying any further charges per month/year) and the free
programme displayed on the free dish installed like ABP News, Ganga,

Shamroo, Dangal, Mask up India which are FTA channels are pirated
and made available on their cable network for onward customer
subscribed their Cable.

This is the violation of the rule as the Free DISH ATENA installed
whihc can be used only by the one who has installed for himself and no

one can commercialised these through onward display or Pirating the

clips/shows/movies. You may investigate this matter through Central
Vigilance team or though the vigilance mechanism established without
leaking the information as there are many staff involved from Central
Government deputed at State & District levels and even from State

Government there by evasion of huge taxed and mtnting money out of it.

I request you to recommend vigilance check form the team without
any knowledge to the local TRAI officer and even the local Revenue State

Government staff as all of them are managed by the owner of this BCN

'lru
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31. The AO in his report dated 20.09.2021 to the Ministry stated that feed
from DD Free Dish was used by BCN for re-ffansmission of certain mandatory
and private satellite channels. The supporting evidence in the form of
Panchanama in the presence of two witnesses and corroborative video recording
of the enquiry proceedings were also fumished. The relevant portions of the
AO's report are reproduced below:

" lt is hereby reported that, regarding the piracy of BCN Bhusawal,

Committee constitution members viz SDM Bhusawal, SDM Malkapur
Asst. SP Jalgaon was formed. The investigation report of said committee

is as follows-

Regarding above subject on the date 17/09/2021 in the morning
SDM Malakapur, member of the inquiry team cross checked at Balaji,
Lodge, Room No. 06, near railway station Bhusawal, SDM Malkapur had
recorded the videos of Bhusawal Cable Network (BCN) on I 1.00 a.m. to
2.00 p.m. Free to Air channels nos. 135, 136, 137, 215, 568, 214, 217,

I 38, 252 and 201 , 202 were found to be telecasted by BSN.

Also the channels NO.01,03 to 13, 15,20, 25,24, 26, 27, 28, 31,

32,33,36,40,41,44, to 59,63 ,64,67,69,74 to 81,83,85,86 to 90,93
to 97, 100 were recorded, which were operated by Bhusawal, Cable
Network (BCN) Bhusawal under their own Logo. As per complaint, SDM
Bhusawal, SDM Malkapur, Asst. S.P. Jalgaon, verified at BCN Office,
Raja Tower near Khadka road with two witness, the server room ot frrst
floor and Local channel sponsor Room at the basement. Channels Nos.
viz- DD 01-135, DD Kisan- 136, DD Bharati- 137, DD News- 215, DD
Sayadrt- 538, DD Loksabha- 214, DD Rajyasabha- 217, DD Raja.sthan-
138, Shemaroo- 252, Masti- 263, ABP News- 201, Zee News- 202 were

found to be telecasted server Room Display. Signal of above mentioned
FTA channels were telecasted from a DD Free Dish LMP which was

mounted on Tata SIE Dish laying IkD encoder in control room. The

above said channels feed was DD Free Dish and the cable operator was

unable to show the authority for (under Copy, right Act. 1972). This
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Network whose control room has established & working at Bhusawal
Jalgaon District of Maharashtra State. I request you to take up this
matter on prioity as to save the revenue losses which area violating the

rules & regulations laid by TRAI and pirating the clips from the

renowned channels minting huge money out oJ' it. "
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incidence was video recorder. Hence the cable operator had disobeyed
the rules of Cable Television Network rules 1994 6(3).

The cable operator had breached the rules of cable Television
Network 1994 6(6) by using Logo B.C.N.- 01, 03 to i,3, 15, 20, 25, 24, 26,

27, 28, 31, 32, 36, 40, 41, 44 to 59, 63, 64, 67, 69, 74 to 81,83,85, 86 to
90, 93 to 97, 100 llith only copy of contract between Shemaroo

Entertainment and BCN available the operator was unable to produce the

right of sponsorship, permit registered programme code and other
documents.

The operator was asked to produce the document regarding Cable

Television Network Rules, 1994 9 (A) inter connection Agreement, but he

was able only to show the contract with 22 operators. No evidential
Figures of cable operators list and total providers were produced as

such.

The 'Panchanama' done in front of 02 witnesses, Technician and

Committee members is produced herewith. Because of the irregularities

found, the telecast from BCN has been stopped by order, the server has

been disconnected and server room has been sealed entire video shooting

enclosed in a pendrive which is sent alongside.

lderences: -

I) BCN was airing FTA channels from its server and charging for it.

2) No documents of authority or permission was submitted by BCN

management except for 28 channels.

3) Thus, the Licence of concerned Network is liable to be cancelled."

32. On the basis of AO's report and supporting evidence, opportunities of
being heard were provided to BCN by the Ministry vide its communications
dated 24.09.2021 afi 07 .10.2021 and explanation for the non-compliance of the

terms and conditions laid down in its MSO regisffation were sought. The

relevant portions of communications are reproduced below:

AL:,
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Commu nication dated 24.09.2021

"3. And whereas, as per the Rule 6(3) of the Cable Teleuision

Netunrk Rules,1994, no cable operator sholl carry or include in hb

cable seruice anA programme in respect of uthi.clt copgright subsists

under Copgright Act, 1957 (14 of 1957) unless he ha.s been granted a

lbense by otuners of copyright under that Act in respect of such

programme;

5. And uhereas, it has been reported bg Distrbt Collector, Jalgaon,

Authori.sed Officer under the Act, that gou haue been re-transmitting

free to air channels on gour netutork bg taking feed from DD Free Dish,

whbh is a clear uiolation of Rule 6(3) of the Cable Teleuision Netu.nrks

Rules, 1994 and one of the term.s and conditions of gour MSO

regi.stration;"

Communication dated 07.10,2021

'I am directed to refer to thb Ministrg's Shou>Cau-se Notbe of euen

Number dated 24.O9.2021 and your replg dated- 25.O9.2O21 and

29.09.2021 thereto, and to s@A that your reply does not proui-de any

documentary eui.dence in support of gour denial of the charges leueled

against gou.

2. Further, utith respect of gour submbsion s mentioned aboue, it b
also herebg claiJied to Aou that the Authori.sed officer under the CTN

Act, 1995 is an infupendent Authoity and exercbes powers prescribed

under the Act uherea,s the grant/ rejection / suspension reuocation of
the registration comes in the realm of central gouernment.
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3. The Collector, Jalgaon, uhile submitting his report on the

inuestigatbn carri.ed out by him at Aour premises prouid.ing cable

serubes has prouided uideo recordbtg of the same, The uideo clearly
shows the logo 'DD Free Di.sh' and BCN supeimposed on the satellite

TV channels output screens of your set top box. A few screen shofs o/
the sam.e are enclosed for gour reference.

4. The presence of DD Free Dbh logo on FTA (Free to Air) DD

Channels and piuate satellite channel screens establishes the fact that
the feed. for these channels uas taken from DD Free Dish, uhirh i.s

ublation of the Cable Teleuision Netunrks (Regulatbn) Act, 1995 and

Cable Teleuision Networks Rules 1994 on the follotuirtg accounts:

(b) Violatbn of Section I of the CTN Act. Thb Section" inter-alin,

prescribes that Central Gouemment mag prescribe the manner of

receptbn and re-transmrbsion o/ mand.atory channel.s. A gazette

Notiftcation issued bg MIB uide 5.O.2693(D), dated O5.O9.2O13, inter-

alia, prescribes that the cable operator shall take onlg C-band satellite

signals of Doordarshan chonnels on their cable serube bg dish

antenno/ Teleubion Receiue onlA not less than 12 feet diameter dbh,

and not Yagi antenna to ensure good quality reception. Whereas, DD

Free Dish receptbn b on KU Band, thus transmitting fiLandatory

channeLs bg taking feed from DD Free Dish is meant for personal use

and not for commercial use.

5. Further, the content on the local channel,s shoutn on gour cable

serube Le. mouies, songs, etc.; also need to haue due authorization from

"ll.-}
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(a) Vblation of Rule 6(3) of the C?N Rules: Authorbation of the

broadcaster throwh inter-connection agreement is required for
transmitting / re-transmitting its channeb. SlLowing these channels bg

taking feed from Free Dish is bgpassing the broadcoster's authorization

therebg committing piracy resulting is bgpa.ssing the broadcaster's

authorization thereby committing piracg resulting in uiolation of Rule

6(3) of the CTN Rules. Please submit Aour response uith supporting

documents, if any.



the appropriate entitg so as not to uiolate the Rule 6(3) of the CTN Rules

regarding copAright. The reply submitted bg gou does not clearlg

indicate if it has all the requisite permissions for respectiue contents on

Aour all local channels. The onus is on gou to establbh that the contents

shoun on local channels haue not uiolated the copyright bg submitting

the supporting documents in the form of agreements, fees paid etc. You

are also requested to furnish authorization documents for other Non'

locoJ channeLs shoun at gour cable netu.tork.

7. The uideo recording of the inuestigatbn carried out the Collector

available Luith the Mini.stry clearly establishes the uiolations of the

prouisions of the Cable Teleuiston Netu.nrks (Regulatians)Act 1995 and

Rul,es framed thereunder, bg gou. Hou)euer, Aou are herebg giuen a

final opportuniQ, if you desire to make gour submission on the para 4,5

and 6 aboue within fue dags of rssue o/ this communication, failing
which it will be presumed that gou haue nothing to saA in the matter

and action as deemed jlt os per the auailable record.s shall be taken

relating to Aour MSO registration utithout ong further notbe. You are

aduised to furni,sh your replg on facts and meits and. through email at

sodas-moiab@gov.in No further opportunitA shall be prouided on anA

ground.

8. In case, gou desire to uieut the said ui.deo recording gou mag uisit

the office of the Collectnr uho is being adui.sed. to attend to Aour
request."

33. BCN filed written submissions on 25.09.2021, 29.02.2021, 16.10.2021,
12.11.2021, 28.11.2021. BCN also cited case laws in its favour during the
personal hearing with AA on 23.12.2021. During the personal hearing on
10.05.2022, Advocate Shri Upendra Thakur put forward arguments in support
of BCN. No fresh written submission was filed at the time of personal hearing
but submissions filed on 25.09.2021, 29.02.2021, 16.10.2021, 12.11.2021r,,
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6. You are al.so requested to furnish tle lbt of all linked cable

operators and their registration details along utith copg of ogreements

with them.
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28.11.2021,23.12.2021 were reiterated. The grounds raised by the BCN has

already been dealt in detail in previous paras, and have been found to be
unsatisfactory and therefore rejected.

34. During the course of personal hearing, Shri Md Salim Mahmood Kasim
was shown a portion of the video recording wherein he admitted it to be the
control room of BCN and also identified Shri Anand Gaikwad in the Video.
Shri Md Salim Mahmood Kasim was also asked about the BCN logo
superimposed upon the DD Free Dish logo. The denial provided is unacceptable
on account of seamless Video recording. The screenshot of the video recording
is provided below:
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35. From the discussion on foregoing paras it is factually established that feed
of mandatory free to air(FTA) and certain pay channels were being taken from
DD Free Dish and retransmitted over the network of BCN. This fact is duly
recorded in panchnama of enquiry proceeding supported by corroborative video
recording of the proceedings. The relevant portion of translated panchnama is
reproduced below:

"According, to order of respected collector, Jalgaon order no. /ent-2/E-
Tapal/ I I /4 5 /3 87/2 02 I Dt- I 4/09/202 I regarding complaint about piracy
by operator of BCN, Bhusawal, Ramsing Sulane sub divisional Oficer

il).) Page24 130
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Bhusawal, Manoj Deshmukh, Sub Divisional Officer, Malkapur, Kumar
Chinta, Assistant Superintendent of Police, Jalgaon along with 2 panch
named as Sudam Laxman Nagre and Shri Amol Vikas Patil visited the
Bhusawal Cable Network Officer (server room) on the first /loor and the
local channel broadcasting room on the ground /loor. In presence of I't
and 2'd panch, panchnama was held about the incident in the server room
local channel room.

36, BCN had raised the legal point of admissibility of video recording as

evidence in the absence of certificate under section 658 of the Evidence Act. It
is pertinent to mention here that CTN Act and Rules do not cast such

requirement on the Authorities. Legislature has not bound these proceedings by

either Code of Criminal Procedure or Code of Civil Procedure. Therefore, the

proceedings to decide upon the cancellation of registration to a Cable Operator

iannot be equalled to a proceeding in court of law. The rigours of Indian
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Accordingly, on the display in the semer room, channel no. DD 0l-
135, DD Kisan-136, DD-16, DD Bharti-L37, DD News 215, DD
Sahyandri-568, DD Lok Sabha-214, DD Rajya Sabha-217, DD
Rajasthan-L38, Shimaru 252, Masti-263, DD Nagaland-327, 4 paid
channel, ABP News-201, Zee News-202, channels were watched. FTA's
channel signal were received to IRD [in] of control room from mounting

LMP of DD free dish on tata sky umbrella and there to were broadcasted.

Hence, channel shown above were Jiom DD Free Dish.

Channels of BCN, Bhusawal 01,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10,1 1,12,1 3,1 5,20,

23,24,26,27,28,31,32,33,36,40,41 ,44,45,46,47,48,49,s0,s 1 ,s2,s3,s4,5 5,

56,57,58,59,63,64,67 in front of the panel on the display in all rooms.

69,74,75,76,77,78,79,80,8 1,83,85,86 to 90,92,93,94,95,96,97,100 were

watched in the displav room in .front of panchs to broadcast above

channels 2l computer server (play out) were installed in ground floor.
According to Anand Gaikwad, the technician of the channel, three

channels were operating server on one channel when asked for document

from broadcasting, the agreement BCN shemaroo ent. Ltd. and BSL cable

network v)as shown. And a copy of M/s BSL Cable Network was shown. It
only mentions I to 28 channels. When asked for agreement BCN local

cable operator only 22 agreements were shown. Photographer manish

matani, Jalgaon completed the videoshooting entire sequence of events.

The actual incident scene panchnama started at 5.l0pm and ended 07.00

pm"



Evidence Act, 1872 cannot be applied to such proceedings. These proceedings

need to be govemed by the Principal of Natural Justice and Preponderance of
Probability. Therefore, the Panchnama and Corroborative Video recording are

sufficient and acceptable evidence under this proceeding.

37. With clarity on factual matrix of the case, the legal provisions under the

CTN Act and Rules violated by the BCN are discussed herewith. The Section 8

of the cable Television Networks(Regulation) Act, 1995 reads as follows:

"8. Compulsory transmission of certain channels.-(l) The Central
Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, specifu the

names of Doordarshan channels or the channels operated by or on behalf
of Parliament, to be mandatorily carried by the cable operalors in their
cable service and the manner of'reception and re-transmission of such

channels: Provided that in areas where digital addressable system has

not been introduced in accordance with the provisions of sub-section (l)
of section 4A, the notification as regards the prime band is concerned
shall be limited to the carriage of two Doordarshan terestrial channels

and one regional language channel of the State in which the network of
the cable operator is located.

(2) The channels referred to in sub-section (l) shall be relransmitted
without any deletion or alteration of any programme transmitted on such
channels.

(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-section (l), anlt notification
issued by the Central Government or the Prasar Bharti (Broadcasting
Corporation of India) in pursuance of the provisions of sub-section (l),
prior to the 25th day of October, 2011 shall continue to remain in force
ttll such notifcations are rescinded or amended, as the case may be."

38. ln exercise of power granted in Section 8(1) Cable Television
Networks(Regulation) Act, 1995; the list of channels and manner of their re-
transmission has been specified. Every Cable Operator is required to re-transmit
the mandatory Doordarshan Channels only after taking C-band satellite signals.
The C band is preferred over Ku band because it is less susceptible to rain
fade in comparison to Ku band. Hence the satellite channels broadcasted over C
band have better customer unintemrpted experience.

39. In the instant case, documentary evidence in the form of Panchnama
of enquiry proceedings and corroborative video recordings have
established that BCN took feed from DD Free Dish of the mandatory Free
to Air Channels and re-transmitted the same through its network. It is

Free Dish of
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mandatory FTA channels and certain pay channels shown on the cable
network of BCN.

40. The provisions are clear that an MSO can only take feed in C band. The
DD Free Dish signals are in Ku band. The Ku band signals are ordinarily used
by DTH service providers wherein signals are directly received at the end of
consumer. The Ku band signals are not for the consumption by MSO who are
not the end consumers but intermediaries between broadcasters and consumers.
Hence, by taking Ku band signals of DD Free Dish, BCN has violated the
provision of section 8(l) Cable Television Networks(Regulation) Act, 1995.

4l . The Rule 6(3) of cable Television Networks Rules, 1994 reads as:

"No cable operator shall carry or include in his cable service any
programme in respect of which copyright subsists under the
Copyright Act, 1972 (14 of 1972) unless he has been granted a
licence by owners of copyright under the Act in respect of such
programme. "

It is already established that BCN has been transmifting certain
mandatory and pay channels after taking feed from DD Free Dish on its
Network. DD Free Dish is Direct to Home (DTH) subscription liee
service provided by the Prasar Bharti, the Public Broadcaster.

42. An MSO can take signals only from a broadcaster as far as private
satellite channels are concerned. For this purpose, they enter into
Interconnection Agreement with broadcasters as per the TRAI guidelines.
Similarly, an Interconnection Agreement is signed between MSO and its
associated Local Cable Operators (LCOs). DD Free Dish is DTH service for a
specific type of consumers who make one-time investment in DD Free Dish
consumer premise equipments. In return they receive a bundle ofFTA channels
as well as pay satellite channels. It was never intended to be utilized by anyone
for further commercial distribution. Therefore, DTH services like DD Free Dish
are for the end usff and cannot be provided to any Distribution Platform
Operators (DPOs),Multi-System Operators (MSOs).

43. Further, Section 37 of the Copyright Act, 1957 reads as follows:

"37. Broadcast reproduction right.- (I) Every broadcasting
organisation shall have a special right to be known as "broadcast

reproduction right " in respect of its broadcasts.
fv
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(2) The broadcast reproduction right shall subsist until twenty-five
years from the beginning of the calendar year next following the
year in which the broadcast is made.

(3) During the continuance of a broadcast reproduction right in
relation to any broadcast, any person who, without the licence of
the owner of the right does any of the following acts of the
broadcast or any substantial parl thereof, -
(a) re-broadcast the broadcast; or

(c) makes any sound recording or visual recording of the
broadcast; or

(d) makes any reproduction of such sound recording or visual
recording where such initial recording was done without licence
or, where it was licensed, for any purpose not envisaged by such
licence; or

[(e) sells or gives on commercial rental or offer.for sale or for such
rental, any such sound recording or visual recording referred to in
clause (c) or clause (d)l shall, subject to the provision of section
39, be deemed to have infringed the broadcast reproduction right.

44. The pay satellite channels are included in the bundle of DD Free Dish
through an auctioning process. The copyrights of the content remain with
private channels for pay channels whereas with Prasar Bharati for FTA DD
Channels. Any person retransmitting DD Free Dish signals on their network
need to have permissions from both Prasar Bharati and private Broadcasters.
However, present regulation does not allow such kind of interconnection.
Therefore, even for the sake of the argument, if there exists any interconnection
agreement between an MSO and Prasar Bharati/ Private Broadcaster for DD
free Dish signals, the same shall be void in law.

45. BCN has referred to case No.2019 SCC Online Del 6568 in High Court
of Delhi, Novex Communications Pvt Ltd v/s Lemon Tree Hotels Ltd and Ors
and its order dated I I .01 .2019 by mentioning that only owner can file complaint
for the violation of its copyrights. It is the case of BCN that since Ministry is
not the owner of copyright, rule 6(3) cannot be invoked by it until there is a

complaint from copyright holder. The subject matter of the case referred and
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(b) causes the broadcast to be heard or seen by the public on
payment of any charges; or
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instant case has no similarity whatsoever. Ministry at no point of timc claiming
to be the owner of Copyright. 1'he Ministry is only attcmpting to take lawful
action for thc violation of terms and conditions ol granting rcgistration. If'the
argument of BCN is acccpted, thcn Ministry would be a mutc spectator to thc
copyright violations brought to its notice by persons other than copyright owner,
which is not the intention of legislature. 1'he Ministry does not condone thc
practice of engaging in the violation of copyrights as it disturbs the lcvel
playing field for equally placed players in thc sector. The action of thc Ministry
for copyright violations in no ways infringes upon the rights of Authorised
Officcr or copyright owncrs to take further action as per [aw. Scction 21 of the
CTN Act 1995, spccifically states that the provisions of Act shall bc in addition
to, and not in derogation of the copyright Act, l957.Thereforc, legal grounds
referred to by BCN in this regard are not maintainable.

46. Ilence, it is established that BCN was retransmitting the mandatory as

well as Pay Channcls on its network alter taking lbed liom thc DD Irree Dish,
which being a DTII transmission could no1 be given to or received by an MSO.
As discusscd above paras, this is clcarly a violation of provisions of the
Copyright Act, 1957. Such violation of thc Copyright Act, 1957 resultcd in
violation of Rule 6(3) of the cable 'l'clevision Nctworks Rulcs, 1994 and also
the terms and conditions of MSO registration grantcd to i1.

47 . In view of the above discussions, the rcgistration grantcd to M/s Bhuswal
Cable Network Private Limitcd to operatc as an MSO vidc this Ministry's
communication No. 9illll20l4-BP&I- dated 04.11.2015 as expandcd to cover
PAN India operations vide this Ministry's Circular Number 2/108/2015-DAS
dated 27.01 .2017 and regularised vide this Ministry's Officc Mcmorandum
Number 9140612016-DAS dated 06.03.2017 hereby stands cancclled.

48. As this order is adversial to BCN, as per the ordcr of the Hon'ble Iligh
Court of Bombay dated 04.04.2022,, no coercive step shall be taken against IWs

Bhusawal Cable Nctwork Private Limitcd lbr a period of four weeks from the

date of communication of this order.

h,
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Ministry o1' Infbrmation and []roadcasting
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To
Iv{/s Bhusawal Cable Network (BCN) Private Limited
Plot Number 6, S.No. 53/l/1, RK Constructions
Opposite Airtel Mobile Tower, NrGadkari Nagar
Khadka Square, Khadka Road
Bhusawal, Maharashtra - 425201
Email: rkconsOl @gmail.com, bcnpvtltd@gmail.com

Copy to:

l. Secretary, TRAI
2. Chicf Secretary, Maharashtra

3. DGP, Police, Maharashtra

4. DC, Jalgaon.

s. NIC, MIB, with the request to upload this Order on Ministry's website for
information of all concemed.
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